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Abstract
We present MIXINGBOARD, a platform for
quickly building demos with a focus on knowl-
edge grounded stylized text generation. We
unify existing text generation algorithms in a
shared codebase and further adapt earlier al-
gorithms for constrained generation. To bor-
row advantages from different models, we im-
plement strategies for cross-model integration,
from the token probability level to the latent
space level. An interface to external knowl-
edge is provided via a module that retrieves on-
the-fly relevant knowledge from passages on
the web or any document collection. A user
interface for local development, remote web-
page access, and a RESTful API are provided
to make it simple for users to build their own
demos.
1 Introduction
Neural text generation algorithms have seen great
improvements over the past several years (Radford
et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2019a). However each
algorithm and neural model usually focuses on a
specific task and may differ significantly from each
other in terms of architecture, implementation, in-
terface, and training domains. It is challenging to
unify these algorithms theoretically, but a frame-
work to organically integrate multiple algorithms
and components can benefit the community in sev-
eral ways, as it provides (1) a shared codebase to
reproduce and compare the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms from different groups without time consum-
ing trial and errors, (2) a platform to experiment the
cross-model integration of these algorithms, and
(3) a framework to build demo quickly upon these
components. This framework can be built upon
existing deep learning libraries (Paszke et al., 2019;
et al., 2015) and neural NLP toolkits (Hugging-
Face, 2019; Gardner et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018;
Ott et al., 2019; Shiv et al., 2019; Miller et al.,
Figure 1: MIXINGBOARD is designed as a platform
to organically and quickly integrate separate NLP algo-
rithms into compelling demos
2017)1, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
There are several challenges to do such integra-
tion. Firstly, engineering efforts are needed to unify
the interface of different implementation. Secondly,
a top-level manager needs to be designed to utilize
different models together. Finally, different models
are trained using different data with different perfor-
mance. Cross-model integration, instead of calling
each isolated model individually, can potentially
improve the overall performance. In this work, we
unified the models of different implementation in a
single codebase, implemented demos as top-level
managers to access different models, and provide
strategies to allow more organic integration across
the models, including token probability interpola-
tion, cross-mode scoring, latent interpolation, and
unified hypothesis ranking.
This work is also aimed to promote the devel-
opment of grounded text generation. The existing
works focusing on the knowledge grounded text
generation (Prabhumoye et al., 2019; Qin et al.,
2019; Galley et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020) usually
1Although multiple libraries and toolkits are mentioned
in Fig. 1, the current implementation is primarily based on
PyTorch models
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assume the knowledge passage is given. However
in practice this is not true. We provide the compo-
nent to retrieve knowledge passage on-the-fly from
web or customized document, to allow engineers or
researchers test existing or new generation models.
Keyphrase constrained generation (Hokamp and
Liu, 2017) is another type of grounded generation,
broadly speaking. Similarly the keyphrase needs
to be provided to apply such constraints. We pro-
vide tools to extract constraints from knowledge
passage or stylized corpus.
Finally, friendly user interface is a component
usually lacking in the implementation of neural
models but it is necessary for a demo-centric frame-
work. We provide scripts to build local terminal
demo, webpage demo, and RESTful API demo.
2 Design
Our goal is to build a framework that will allow
users to quickly build text generation demos using
existing modeling techniques. This design allows
the framework to be almost agnostic to the ongoing
development of text generation techniques (Gao
et al., 2019a). Instead, we focus on the organic
integration of models and the interfaces for the
final demo/app.
From a top-down view, our design are bounded
to two markets: text processing assistant, and con-
versational AI, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Two demos
are present as examples in these domains: docu-
ment auto-completion and Sherlock Holmes. We
further breakdown these demos into several tasks,
designed to be shared across different demos. We
also designed several strategies to integrate multi-
ple models to generate text. These strategies allow
each model to plug-in without heavy constraints
on the architecture of the models, as detailed in
Section 4.
As the goal is not another deep learning NLP
toolkit, we rely on existing ones (HuggingFace,
2019; Paszke et al., 2019; Gardner et al., 2018)
and online API services Bing Web Search provided
in Azure Cognitive Service2 and TagME.3 Simi-
larly, most tasks are using existing algorithms: lan-
guage modeling (Zhang et al., 2019; Radford et al.,
2019), knowledge grounded generation (Qin et al.,
2019; Prabhumoye et al., 2019) or span retrieval
(Seo et al., 2016; Devlin et al., 2018), style transfer
2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
services/cognitive-services/
3https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/
(Gao et al., 2019c,b) and constrained generation
(Hokamp and Liu, 2017).
3 Modules
3.1 Knowledge passage retrieval
We use the following free-text, unstructured text
sources to retrieve relevant knowledge passage.
• Search engine. Free-text form “knowledge”
is retrieved from the following sources 1)
text snippets from the (customized) webpage
search; 2) text snippets (customized) news
search; 3) user-provided documents.
• Specialized websites. For certain preferred
domains, e.g., wikipedia.org, we will further
download the whole webpage (rather than just
the text snippet returned from search engine)
to obtain more text snippets.
• Users can also provide their customized
knowledge base, like a README file, which
can be updated on-the-fly, to allow the agent
using latest knowledge.
User may select one or multiple sources listed
above to obtain knowledge passage candidates.
Then the text snippets are then ranked by relevancy
as well as diversity.
3.2 Stylized synonym
We provide a component to retrieve synonym of
given target style for a query word. This component
is useful for the style transfer module (Section 3.4)
as well as the constrained generation module (Sec-
tion 3.7).
The similarity based on word2vec, simword2vec,
is defined as the cosine similarity between the vec-
tors of two words. The similarity based on human-
edited dictionary, simdict, is defined as 1 if the can-
didate word in the synonym list of the query word,
otherwise 0. The final similarity between the two
words is defined as the weighted average of these
two similarities:
sim = (1− wdict) simword2vec + wdict simdict
We only choose the candidate word with a similar-
ity higher than certain threshold as the synonym
of the query word. Then we calculate the style
score of these synonym using a style classifier. We
provided a logistic regression model taking 1gram
multi-hot vector as features, trained on non-stylized
corpus vs. stylized corpus.
Figure 2: The architecture of MIXINGBOARD, consisting of layers from basic tools, algorithms, tasks to integrated
demos with market into consideration.
3.3 Latent interpolation
For a given two latent vectors, za and zb, we expect
the decoded results from the interpolated vector
zi = uza + (1 − u)zb can retain the desired fea-
tures from both za and zb. However this requires
a interpolatable, smooth latent space. For this pur-
pose, we apply the SpaceFusion (Gao et al., 2019b)
and StyleFusion (Gao et al., 2019c; Li et al., 2020)
to learn such latent space. The latent interpolation
is then used to transfer style, apply soft constraints,
and interpolating hypothesis obtained using differ-
ent models.
3.4 Stylized generation
Gao et al. (2019c) proposed StyleFusion to gen-
erate stylized response for a given conversation
context by structuring a shared latent space for non-
stylized conversation data and stylized samples.
We extend it to a style transfer method, i.e., modify
the style of a input sentence while maintaining its
content, via latent interpolation (see Section 3.3).
• Soft-edit refers to a two-step algorithm, 1)
edit the input sentence by replace each word
by a synonym of the target style (e.g. “cookie”
replaced by “biscuit” if the target style is
British), if there exists any; 2) the edited sen-
tence from step 1 may not be fluent, so we
then apply latent interpolation between the
input sentence and edited sentence to seek a
sentence that is both stylized and fluent.
• Soft-retrieval refers to a similar two-step al-
gorithm, but step 1) is to retrieve a “similar”
sentence from a stylized corpus, and then ap-
ply step 2) to do the interpolation. One exam-
ple is given in Fig. 5. The hypothesis “he was
once a schoolmaster in the north of england”
is retrieved given the DialoGPT hypothesis
“he’s a professor at the university of london”.
3.5 Conditioned text generation
Generate a set of candidate responses conditioned
on the conversation history, or a follow-up sentence
conditioned on the existing text.
• GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) is a transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) based text generation
model.
• DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2019) is a large-scale
pre-trained conversation model obtained by
training GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) on Red-
dit comments data.
• SpaceFusion (Gao et al., 2019b) is a regular-
ized multi-task learning framework proposed
to learn a smooth and interpolatable latent
space.
3.6 Knowledge grounded generation
We consider the following methods to consume
the retrieved knowledge passage and relevant long-
form text on the fly as a source of external knowl-
edge.
• Machine reading comprehension. In the code-
base, we fine-tuned BERT on SQuAD.
• Content transfer is a task proposed in (Prabhu-
moye et al., 2019) designed to, given a context,
generate a sentence using knowledge from an
external article. We implemented this algo-
rithm in the codebase.
• Knowledge grounded response generation
is a task firstly proposed in (Ghazvininejad
et al., 2018) and later extended in Dialog Sys-
tem Technology Challenge 7 (DSTC7)(Galley
et al., 2019). We implemented the CMR algo-
rithm (Conversation with on-demand Machine
Reading) proposed in (Qin et al., 2019).
3.7 Constrained generation
Besides the grounded generation, it is also useful to
apply constraints at the decoding stage that encour-
age the generated hypotheses contain the desired
phrases. We provide the following two ways to
obtain constraints.
• Key phrases extracted from the Knowledge
passage. We use the PKE package (Boudin,
2016) to identify the keywords.
• In some cases, users may want to use a styl-
ized version of the topic phrases or phrase
of a desired style as the constraints. We use
the stylized synonym algorithm as introduced
in Section 3.4 to provide such stylized con-
straints.
With the constraints obtained above, we provide
the following two ways to apply such constraints
during decoding.
• Hard constraint is applied via Grid Beam
Search (GBS) (Hokamp and Liu, 2017),
which is a lexically constrained decoding algo-
rithm that can be applied to almost any models
at the decoding stage and generate hypotheses
that contain desired paraphrases (i.e. the con-
straints). We implemented GBS to provide a
hard constrained decoding.
• Soft constraint refers the case that genera-
tion is likely, but not always, to satisfy con-
straints (e.g. include given keywords in the
Figure 3: A soft keywords constrained generation
model based on SpaceFusion (Gao et al., 2019b).
hypothesis). We provide an adapted version
of SpaceFusion (Gao et al., 2019b) for this
purpose. Gao et al. (2019b) proposed to align
the latent space of a Sequence-to-Sequence
(S2S) model and that of an Autoencoder (AE)
model to improve dialogue generation perfor-
mance. Inspired by this work, we proposed
to replace the S2S model by a keywords-to-
sequence model, which takes multi-hot input
of the keywords x identified from sentence y,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. During training, we
simply choose the top-k rare words (rareness
measured by inverse document frequency) as
the keywords, and k is randomly choose from
a Uniform distribution k ∼ U(1,K).
4 Cross-model integration
Multiple models may be called for the same query
and returns different responses. We propose the
following ways to organically integrate multiple
models, as illustrated in Fig. 4. User can apply
these strategies with customized models.
• Token probability interpolation refers pre-
diction of the next token using a (weighted)
average of the token probability distributions
from two or more models given the same time
step and given the same context and incom-
plete hypothesis. Previously, it has been pro-
posed to bridge a conversation model and styl-
ized language model (Niu and Bansal, 2018).
This technique does not require the models
to share the latent space but the vocabulary
should be shared across different models.
• Latent interpolation refers the technique in-
troduced in Section 3.3. It provides a way to
interpolate texts in the latent space. Unlike
the token-level strategy introduced above, this
technique focuses on the latent level and in-
gests information from the whole sentence.
However if the two candidates are too dissim-
ilar, the interpolation may result in undesired
outputs. The soft constraint algorithm intro-
Figure 4: An example flow chart showing the integration of two models at different stages (blue boxes).
duced in Section 3.7 is one option to apply
such interpolation.
• Cross model pruning refers pruning the hy-
pothesis candidates (can be incomplete hy-
pothesis, e.g. during beam search) not just
based on the joint token probability, but also
the evaluated probability from a secondary
model. This strategy does not require a shared
vocabulary or a shared latent space. Interpolat-
ing two models trained on dissimilar domains
may be risky but the cross model pruning strat-
egy is safer as the secondary model is only
used roughly as a discriminator rather than a
generator.
• Unified hypothesis ranking is the final step
which sum up the hypotheses generated from
each single model and these from the inte-
gration of multiple models using the above
strategies. We consider the following crite-
ria for the hypothesis ranking: 1) likelihood,
measured by the conditional token probability
given the context; 2) informativeness, mea-
sured by average inverse document frequency
(IDF) of the tokens in the hypothesis; 3) rep-
etition penalty, measured by the ratio of the
number of unique ngrams and the number of
total ngrams. and 4) style intensity, measured
by a style classifiers, if style is considered.
5 Demos
5.1 Virtual Sherlock Holmes
This demo is a step towards a virtual version of
Sherlock Holmes, able to chat in Sherlock Holmes
style, with Sherlock Holmes background knowl-
edge in mind. As an extended version of the one in-
troduced by Gao et al. (2019c), the current demo is
grounded on knowledge and coupled with more ad-
vanced language modeling (Zhang et al., 2019). It
is designed to integrate the following components:
open-domain conversation, stylized response gener-
ation, knowledge-grounded conversation, and ques-
tion answering. Specifically, for a given query, the
following steps are executed:
• Call DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2019) and Style-
Fusion (Gao et al., 2019c) to get a set of hy-
potheses.
• Call the knowledge passage selection module
to get a set of candidate passages. Then feed
these passages to the span selection algorithm
(Bert-based MRC (Devlin et al., 2018)) and
CMR (Qin et al., 2019) to get a set of knowl-
edge grounded response.
• Optionally, use the cross-model integration
strategies, such as interpolating the token
probability of DialoGPT and CMR.
• Based on TF-IDF similarity, best answer is
retrieved from a user provided corpus of
question-answer pairs. If the similarity is
lower than certain threshold, the retrieved re-
sult will not be returned.
• Apply the style transfer module to obtain styl-
ized version of the the hypotheses obtained
from steps above.
• feed all hypotheses to the unified ranker and
return the top ones.
5.2 Document auto-completion assistant
This demo is designed as a writing assistant, which
provides suggestion of the next sentence given the
context. The assistant is expected to be knowledge-
able (able to retrieve relevant knowledge passage
from web or a given unstructured text source) and
stylized (if a given target style is specified). For a
given query, the following steps are executed:
• Call language model GPT2 (Radford et al.,
2019) to get a set of hypotheses
• Call the knowledge passage selection mod-
ule to get a set of candidate passages. Then
feed these passages to content transfer algo-
rithm (Prabhumoye et al., 2019) to get a set of
knowledge grounded response.
• Optionally, use the cross-model integration
strategies, such as latent interpolation to inter-
polate hypotheses from above models.
• Apply the style transfer module to obtain styl-
ized version of the the hypotheses obtained
from steps above.
• Feed all hypotheses to the unified ranker and
return the top ones.
6 User interface
We provided the following three ways to access
the demos introduced above for local developer, re-
mote human user, and interface for other programs.
• Command line interface is provided for lo-
cal interaction. This is designed for developer
to test the codebase.
• Webpage interface is implemented using the
Flask toolkit.4 A graphic interface is pro-
vided with html webpage for remote access
for human user. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the
Sherlock Holmes webpage consists of a input
panel where the user can provide context and
control style, a hypothesis list which specify
the model and scores of the ranked hypothe-
ses, and a knowledge passage list showing
4https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/
1.1.x/
Figure 5: Sherlock Holmes webpage demo with
wikipedia knowledge example.
the retrieved knowledge passages. Another
example is given in Fig. 6 for document auto-
completion demo, where multiple options of
knowledge passage is given.
• RESTful API is implemented using the
Flask-RESTful toolkit.5 JSON object will be
returned for remote request. This interface
is designed to allow remote access for other
programs. One example is to host this REST-
ful API on a dedicated GPU machine, so the
webpage interface can be hosted on another
less powerful machine to send request through
RESTful API.
7 Conclusion
MIXINGBOARD is a new open-source platform to
organically integrate multiple state-of-the-art NLP
algorithms to build demo quickly with user friendly
interface. We unified these NLP algorithms in a
single codebase, implemented demos as top-level
managers to access different models, and provide
strategies to allow more organic integration across
the models. We provide the component to retrieve
knowledge passage on-the-fly from web or cus-
tomized document for grounded text generation.
For future work, we plan to keep adding the state-
of-the-art algorithms, reduce latency and fine-tune
the implemented models on larger and/or more
comprehensive corpus to improve performance.
5https://flask-restful.readthedocs.io/
en/latest/
Figure 6: Document Auto-completion webpage demo
with user input knowledge passage.
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